Final Draft of Narrative Paper due MONDAY 11/12 IN THIS ORDER

Salmon rubric

Final draft

Story packet with feedback

Printed (it must be printed when you come to class -or it's LATE) in Times New Roman, 12 font, double spaced

WAYS TO PRINT IF YOU DON'T HAVE A PRINTER AT HOME

1. Print it before school in the media center.
2. Print it in advisory.
3. Print it in RTI.
4. Email Ms. Carso your paper at acarso@cpsk12.org and she'll print it for you.

GRAMMAR REVISING STEPS

1. If you finish correcting in grammarly, hit the control key and F key. Type in the word YOU. Replace all the "yous" in your paper.

2. Then hit the control key and the F key. Type in the words "me and ...." Change so the other person comes first.

   BAD EXAMPLE: Me and my brother GOOD EXAMPLE: My brother and I

Turn over for steps on how to use grammarly